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This is true Soul with a touch of Funk and little Rap edge. The ballads are smooth like cream. The

Artist/Composer/Producer LeRoy is being Personal and "Selfish" 14 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Rap

mix, EASY LISTENING: Love Songs Details: There is nothing like sharing love, unless you share your

music. The beauty in harmony never fades (Don't believe me-push PLAY). Just make sure that you have

enough time to let the sound hit ya. And by all means, let me know how you feel about it. I want your

opinion. "Bein' Selfish" is a collection of upbeat songs and ballads with a "love" theme. This is for the

"Baller, the Player, and the Lover". Most importantly, this album is for the Ladies. Check it out for yourself!

Be on the lookout for the sophmore independantly produced arrangements in 2005. Hey go check out the

web. Just type in my name. Yes there may be more than one, but you just can't miss me. The New CD is

called "Do that there" and recordings were finished on my birthday (December 19th). It's not out yet, but

I'll try to send some post cards when it its finally on the streets. I've been doing some traveling and more

music--I'm sure everyone could have guessed that. Just so you're not wondering what is taking so long. If

you're interested, shoot me a blog on weedtracks.com...I promise to be nice =) My history: I have been

doing musical production for the past 14 years. I've worked with Rappers, performed in live bands, and

wrote or produced songs for other artists. My first of many stage performances was with the Raw

Diamenz(Rap/Soul/R&B) in Stuttgart, Germany in 1990. As a member of the group, I did some writing,

Lead and background vocal and played the "hype man" on stage. In 1997 I decided to product a few

peaces for myself and they evolved into "Bein' Selfish." I really enjoyed the accomplishment of my first

album and have continued to write/produce my own music. You won't be disappointed. LeRoy a/k/a LeRoi
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